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Welcome to
NeoCon

Welcome to Allermuir at NeoCon 2017.
We invite you to experience our products
first hand — look, touch and try out the range
we have carefully curated for you and find out
for yourself what everyone is talking about.
Not only do we have a familiar selection
of products, we are also unveiling new designs
that we can not wait for you to see.

Keep up to date with the show on Instagram,
and hashtag your pictures to share them with us.
—
@allermuir
#AllermuirAtNeoCon

Tarry
Design by Wolfgang CR Mezger

The luxurious wing lounge chair has a versatile style
that is the perfect accompaniment to both modern
and vintage interiors, whilst the acoustic properties
of the seat’s wing panels make the piece ideal for
breakout areas and executive lounges, or hotel and
hospitality environments.

Jinx
Design by Allermuir

Jinx is a contemporary range of organically
shaped soft seating that revolutionizes a low sit,
which captures the epitome of comfort that is
suitable for a wealth of environments. The design
of Jinx challenges the structural formation we
have become so accustomed to, the geometric form
and defining angular lines create architectural
freedom within a space.

Mozaik

Mozaik Storage

Design by Mark Gabbertas

Design by Mark Gabbertas

The Mozaik seating family is made up of three
principal shapes. A small soft square stool and soft
rectangular bench available in two heights and
a large low soft square stool. The two heights of
upholstered unit allow for different seating styles
that in turn facilitate different patterns of behavior,
function and interaction. But their dual heights also
suggest the function of the higher unit as a space
division, a surface for a device, a support for the
user’s back or arm or a place to perch.

Mozaik Storage consists of a high level soft square
unit and a low level soft rectangular unit. All units
begin with the same minimalist steel frame with a
fixed shelf both top and bottom. The central shelves
of the high units can be removed to house tall items
such as plants or vases. The low level unit makes
an ideal occasional table for refreshments, books
and magazines.

Silta
Design by Allermuir

Silta is a premium high table for breakout spaces,
ad hoc meetings or a place to simply perch and
connect. Modern meets vintage with industrial
design featured right alongside modern connectivity
points and convenient bag hooks. The top can be
finished in either a linoleum or laminate finish,
complemented by braided and leather cable
detailing with metalwork in a choice of colors.

Paver
Design by Allermuir

Allermuir’s luxurious soft sofa system Paver has
been developed to offer even greater versatility.
Paver has been designed as a modular family of
products that can be configured in numerous ways to
create contemporary sofas and soft seating islands.
Paver is now available in a variety of new fabrics,
paired with a striking turned out seam that enhances
the range’s possibilities.

Famiglia
Design by PearsonLloyd

The Famiglia seating family includes a collection of
low, mid, high back and lounge chairs that between
them offer a choice of metal or wooden legs and
5-star bases. These are complemented by a range
of occasional and light work tables for informal or
formal needs.

Famiglia
Design by PearsonLloyd

With both meeting and working spaces in mind, the
Famiglia low back chair is light and comfortable yet
compact in size, to allow people to cluster together
comfortably when dining or working collaboratively.
The more generous mid back chair caters for longer
periods of sitting where increased privacy is desired.
Its proportions allow greater support and space to
vary posture.

Mote
Design by Allermuir

Mote sofas are offered in three lengths – single, twoseater and three-seater – alongside angled units that
can be used in isolation, or as modular blocks. The
seat and back feature multi-density foams, with a
distinctive central fly detail offering visual continuity
between adjacent units.

A work shelf reclaims otherwise redundant space
for touchdown working. The shelf’s scalloped profile
allows integral routing for cables to optional power
outlets positioned below. Hooks can be added to
offer hanging space for coats and bags, keeping
personal effects off the floor and close to hand.

Mote Storage
Design by Allermuir

Mote storage has been designed to complement
the full range of Mote seating. Featuring a
contemporary silhouette, Mote storage comes
in three heights that share a common design
language, ideal for meeting rooms and collaborative
environments.

Casper
Design by Allermuir

The classic Casper design has been evolved to
include a new palette of contemporary colors, whilst
maintaining the juxtaposition of a high gloss exterior
and matt interior. The shell color continues through
to Casper’s legs for a tone on tone effect.

Café Tables
Design by Allermuir

New for 2017, Allermuir has launched a beautiful
family of café tables. Round, square and soft
chamfered rectangular shaped tables are available in
a variety of finish options. The tables’ elliptical solid
ash legs can be left clear or can be given a Black color
wash, complemented by a range of accent colors
including Coral, Peacock Blue, Basalt, Sage, Pebble,
Stone or White powder coat available to use on the
aluminum frame. The option of a sliding bag hook is
a stylish yet functional addition.

Cushions
Design by Allermuir

Allermuir’s stunning new collection of cushions is
a stylish complement to its soft seating and sofa
ranges. Square and rectangular shapes are available
in a variety of sizes and fabrics. All 100% feather
filled, they include exquisite detailing including
custom made zips available in rose gold, gold, silver
and black. They also feature a saddle leather handle,
debossed with the Allermuir logo.

Range Overview
Tarry

Silta

Wing lounge chair

Footstool

OH 41.25”

OH 41.25”

Jinx

Lounge chair

Two seat sofa

Three seat sofa

72” x 36”

84” x 36”

Mozaik
136” x 36”

Small low
square stool

Large low
square stool

Low rectangular
bench

Small high
square stool

Mozaik Storage

High rectangular
bench

160” x 36”

Low table

Low square storage

High square
storage

Low rectangular
storage

184” x 36”

96” x 36”

Range Overview
Paver

Famiglia

Seat
Overall height — 15.25”

25.5” x 25.5”

38.5” x 25.5”

51.25” x 25.5”

38.5” x 38.5”

51.25” x 51.25”
Plan view

Lounge chair on a 4
star swivel base

Lounge chair on
a wood frame

Lounge chair on
a wire frame

High back on a
4 leg frame

High back on a
tilt frame

High back on a
5 star base

Mid back on a
4 leg frame

Mid back on
wood legs

Footstool

Back
Overall height — 27”

25.5” x 12.75”

38.5” x 12.75”

51.25” x 12.75”
Plan view

High back on a 5
star base with tablet

High back on
a wood frame

Arm
Overall height — 21”

12.75” x 25.5”

12.75” x 38.5”

12.75” x 51.25”
Plan view

Low back on a 4 leg
frame with casters

Low back on a
4 leg frame

Mid back on a
5 star base

Low back on
wood legs

Mid back on a 5 star
base with tablet

Soft triangle
occasional table
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Famiglia

Mote

OH 25”

OH 29”

48” x 48”

48” dia

Single, two or three seat sofa with
rear screen and workshelf

60” x 60”

Single. two or three seat
sofa with rear and side screens

60” dia

Mote

Right or left hand single seat
sofa with rear and side screen

Single. two or three seat sofa
with rear and side screens and workshelf

Mote Storage

Single, two or three
seat ottoman

90° or 120°
angled ottoman

Single, two or three
seat sofa

Low storage

Low storage

Mid storage

90° or 120°
angled sofa

Single, two or three seat
sofa with rear screen

90° or 120° angled
sofa with rear screen

Mid storage

Mid storage

Mid storage

Low stool

Range Overview
Mote Storage

Café Tables

Mid storage

Mid storage

High storage
OH 29”

High storage

High storage

Casper

36” dia
42” dia
48” dia

High storage

36” x 36”
42” x 42”
48” x 48”

48” x 30”
60” x 30”
78” x 30”
96” x 30”

96” x 36”
120” x 36”
144” x 36”
156” x 36”

Cushions

Side chair on a four
leg frame, with
optional seat pad

Arm chair on a
four leg frame, with
optional seat pad

High stool on a
four leg frame, with
optional seat pad

20” x 10”

16” x 16”

20” x 20”

24” x 24”

Quilt Design Options

Flow

Aztec

Echo

Lines

All of the resources in this
book are available to download at
allermuir.com

Part of The Senator Group

allermuir.com

